














MAIL DELIVERS LASTING RESULTS 

And above all, mail drives actions and ROI: as a result of receiving 

mail, 45% of recipients have made an enquiry or requested more 

information by phone; 36% have bought or ordered something; 

32% have made an enquiry or requested more information; 

29% have visited a store; and 41 % have renewed a service 

or subscription. 

• Adding mail to the mix can boost ROI by 12%.

MAIL REACHES EVERYONE 

/ 

Mail is delivered to almost 30 million UK households. 

TRY OUR INSIGHT ENGINE 

• 94% of addressed mail is processed in at least one way.

This includes opening, reading, sharing, displaying, putting

in a usual place, or putting aside to read later.

Using JICMAIL data, we've built an Insight engine that allows you to see how mail performs for 

your sector, including: 

Reach 

Frequency of viewing 

• Shelf life in the home

By type of mail - addressed, partially addressed, catalogues and door drop

For example, in the Utilities sector, addressed advertising mail was seen by an average of 1 .16 

people, kept for an average of 8.5 days and viewed an average of 4.6 times. And 29% of mail 

remained in the home longer than 4 weeks. 

Sources: Mail delivers lasting results: 1. Mail in Uncertain Times - Royal Mail MarketReach/Kantar TNS, 2017, 

2. Brand Science 2014; Mail reaches everyone: JICMAIL Kantar TNS, 2018
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Go to www.send-dm.co.uk to see how mail works for your sector. 



ACQUISITION IN THE GDPR ERA 

Much of the initial focus around the GDPR has been on dealing with the personal data you currently 

hold for existing customers. 

But the GDPR doesn't end with the data you hold now. Brands always have to attract and recruit new 

customers and acquisition mailings are a proven way to do this. 

The GDPR means there are currently some gaps and uncertainty in the third-party data market. But 

there is data available and, over time, prospect data sources will improve with increased volumes of 

quality GDPR-compliant data. 

Whether buying data now or in the future, brands will need to perform due diligence and review 

evidence that the data was collected lawfully. 

Once those are complete, acquisition mail has a key role to play in reaching likely prospects. 

However, if acquiring the right volumes of prospect data is a challenge, mail also offers 

complementary opportunities. 

PARTIALLY ADDRESSED MAIL 

Partially addressed mail does not always require or use personal data. It can use other data sources 

such as geo-demographics to identify postcodes and households with prospects. Because no personal 

information for the recipient is known, the mailing is 'partially addressed'. Householders are thus 

addressed as 'Occupier', 'Holiday Lover' or 'Pet Owner'. 

DOOR DROPS 

Door Drops or unaddressed mail are also a proven channel for acquisition, reaching key audiences 

based on their postal area. Moreover, if your communications don't use personally identifiable data, 

they are also GDPR compliant. 

New JICMAIL data shows that 72% is processed by recipients in some way; has an average shelf-life of 

5.2 days; and prompts an average of 2.8 interactions. 

As with any marketing communication, you need to carefully consider the needs of the customer to 

ensure your message is relevant and appropriate. 

Smart data planning and insight can increase the relevance of acquisition mail, including the use of 

geo-demographics such as address-based factors: for example, whether households have young 

families or may require multi-car insurance households.
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Go to www.send-dm.co.uk for further information and help or call 0800 328 3251



MAIL AND THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY 

Customer journeys are increasingly complex, and no two are the same. 

They will vary by stage and purpose between acquisition; retention and loyalty; up or cross-selling; 

conversion; deepening the relationship; and re-engaging with lapsed customers. 

Within the customer journey, mail is sometimes treated as a stand-alone channel, and sometimes better 

used as part of a multi-channel solution. The case studies in this section demonstrate mail working 

solus and, for example, with TV and digital. 

To understand how mail can play a role in your brand's customer journey, we first need to identify what 

distinguishes it from other channels. 

The key differences include: 

CREATIVITY 
Print is ideal for allowing creative opportunities. It has the power of touch, which makes mail even 

more memorable and engaging. And it impacts with its powerful visual imagery. 

In addition, digital technologies have enhanced printing possibilities, data use and speed. 

LONG COPY 
Mail celebrates long copy, which works because it drives attention, time spent and engagement: 

65% of recipients say they are likely to give advertising mail their full attention versus 35% 

for email. 

WORKS WITH DIGITAL 
As a result of receiving mail, people go online - to search, go to a brand's website or 

visit social media. 

HOW TO USE MAIL FOR IMPACT 

On the next pages, we've broken down some typical customer journeys by stage, identified how best to 

use personal data, and then shown where and how to use mail. Each type of journey is accompanied by 

at least one case study. 

Source: Royal Mail MarketReach/Kantar TNS 2017 8 













LAPSED / LESS-ENGAGED CUSTOMERS 

You've already done the hard work acquiring a customer. But, for a variety of reasons, you can lose 

them - and sometimes not know why. 

Data analysis may show past behaviour around which you can craft an offer, or you can find new 

reasons to persuade them to return or re-engage. This may include a new product offering, an 

enhanced service or an offer. Mail can be an effective way to reconnect and deliver this information. 

CASE STUDY 

TIMES NEWSPAPERS: MINING THE ARCHIVE 

-·-
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Data Used: Existing data. 

Background: An over-generous promotional offer 

meant the Times and Sunday Times was failing to 

retain new subscribers: 89% dropped off after the 

three-month offer finished. 

Solution: The marketing team identified a core 

segment - aged 50+, living outside the main 

metropolitan areas and rarely reading the papers 

on line - 10,000 in total. Data analysis showed this 

segment over-indexed by interest in history 

and culture. 

HOW MAIL WORKS WITH OTHER MEDIA 

The team believed that if it could reinforce the 

value of a subscription to these readers, retention 

rates would increase. 

As the audience valued print, it mailed them with 

a reminder that the papers' archives gave access 

to unique eyewitness accounts of memorable 

moments of the previous 200 years. This tapped 

into their passion for history and reminded them 

of a subscriber benefit - the ability to search 

the archives. 

The antique looking outer carried the line: "Your 

Times membership has been backdated to 1 

January 1875". 

Inside contained a limited edition history of the 

papers told through iconic front pages and 

world exclusives. 

Results: Churn dropped from 89% to 68% - a 

change of 21 percentage points - leading to 

incremental revenue of £750,000+ from those who 

went on to pay the full subscription price. Archive 

visits rose by 284%. 

Whilst we have many more case studies we can share with you, it's worth mentioning our research 

'Mail And Other Media' conducted with Kantar TNS (2017). This piece of work specifically looks at the 

impact on brand equity across key sectors. It looks at the role of different touchpoints, and specifically 

mail's impact on brand communication and its role in context with other media. 
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You can contact us for more information on 0800 328 3251





HOW CAN WE HELP? 

SEND DM, IN PARTNERSHIP WITH MARKETREACH, CAN HELP YOU DELIVER

COMMERCIAL SUCCESS WITH MAIL 

0- REACH CUSTOMERS 1 TO 1

Our experts can help you plan and target your mail campaign with data, planning, strategy and 

insight. We can also help you improve your results by cleansing your data or by finding your 

target audience. 

0- MAXIMISE COMMERCIAL OUTCOMES

We have a selection of data and unique tools to provide you with insight into how consumers 

use and respond to mail. We can help you measure and evaluate the commercial impact of your 

campaign. We can offer support on pricing through a variety of mail incentives. 

0- INCREASE THE VALUE OF ALL MEDIA WITH MAIL

Our experts can help you understand how mail works in a multi-media world, and can advise 

on planning mail within an integrated campaign. We can also provide insight into mail's reach, 

frequency and commercial actions by guiding you through the latest JICMAIL media currency data. 

0- INSPIRE MAIL EXCELLENCE

Need inspiration? Our knowledge centre offers a wealth of mail best practice examples, case 

studies, mail expertise and technical support. For larger mail users and their agencies, we can 

offer a free workshop for you and your teams to maximise the effectiveness of your 

mail campaigns. 

0- DRIVE INNOVATION

We work with our customers to develop products and propositions that meet their marketing 

needs. And we also work with partners on market leading insight projects. Our team will show 

you how new mail innovation works in practice and how to use new applications and products in 

your mailings. 
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HOW CAN WE HELP? 

SEND DM, IN PARTNERSHIP WITH MARKETREACH, CAN HELP YOU DELIVER

COMMERCIAL SUCCESS WITH MAIL 

To discuss how we can help you, call us on 0800 328 3251 or visit www.send-dm.co.uk




